
S
hort poetry is like a spark. It is the product of intu -
ition, irony or, as with haiku, the result of pro-
found meditation resolved through the density

of a metaphor.1 Sum mariz ing a vision of emotional or
intellectual reality in a few words is a challenge most
poets cannot resist. However, the practice of short poet-

ry does not always have fortunate results; it often fails or
ends up displaying ingenuity more than creativity. It is some -

times necessary to write hundreds of short poems to come up
with a salvageable dozen.
From the inception of literature, and spe cifically poetry, many

authors have written different forms of short poems. Classifying them pos -
es serious difficulties, above all because the dividing lines among them are often blurred. Short
poems are from two to six lines long, although sometimes they may be longer if each line has fewer
than nine syllables. Howe ver, this limitation to six lines, or 48 syllables, is rather arbitrary, since longer
poems can be considered short because they contain a single poetic idea or very effectively summa -
rize an ex p erience or event.

Martín Alonso, in the first volume of his work Ciencia del lenguaje y arte del estilo (The
Science of Language and the Art of Style), de dicates paragraph 398 to review-
ing a short song which includes a series of brief poems that are no longer
than seven lines long.2 So, this kind of poetry is also known as a small
song, and brief or condensed poetry. In this genre, we find the
warnings of the Greek oracle, usually fashioned in hexameters;3 the
images of the I Ching; children’s songs; couplets; epigrams; Alfon -
so Rey es’s jitanjáforas;4 the seguidilla stanza of four or seven lines;
the Japanese tanka and haiku; the poemínimos;5 and Bécquer’s
rhymes, among others.

Some of these forms, like the epigrams, follow traditional rules
of verse writing, respecting meter and rhyme. Others, like haiku,
only use a spec ific meter, consisting of three lines of five, seven and
five syllables each, but without rhym ing. The jitan jáforas appeal to musicality
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without taking into account meaning, and use words and neologisms not for their meaning but
for their musical qualities. For example:

Vilichumbito de papagaya
lastirilinga de miñatay
trabuquilindo, lindo, lindoli
la papagaya de muranday6

Tankas, poems that add two seven-syllable lines to the haiku, and haiku aim for a meaning that
goes beyond common sense, beyond the vision of the ordinary mind. Poemínimos are ironic, para-
doxical, ingenious visions of reality.

The sample of poems offered here was born from a search for haiku produced by San Luis Potosí
poets. After reviewing more than 50 books of poetry, I found only two authors who had published
works they considered haiku: Álvaro Álvarez published three in a special issue of Alfa, put out by
the San Luis Potosí Autonomous Univ er sity Cultural Office in 1991; and Julio Rangel published
two in a collective work called La densidad del aire (The Density of Air) in the UNAM Wing of the
Tiger Col  lection in 1999. Other writers who have published poems with the intentionality of haiku,
but that are not presented as such and do not adhere strictly to the metrics of a haiku, include Joa -
quín Antonio Pe  ñalosa, Juana Me lén dez, Arturo Medellín, José Ra mónGutiérrez, Fer nan do Sifuentes
and Ana Coloma.

During my search, I found a good many texts that, while they cannot be considered haiku,
are short poems. We can understand, then, as brief poetry, all poems that contain a maximum of six
lines, preferably with fewer than nine syllables per line. However, epigrams usually have nine syl-
lables or more per line.

Compared to worldwide production, little short poetry is written in San Luis Potosí. Its qual-
ity is varied, and it ranges from intense poems to loose ones, including simple attempts at humor
or in ge nuity. For my anthology, I consulted the greatest possible number of books of poetry. The
authors included range from those who had been published in the twentieth century, from Manuel
José Othón, to the books printed before 2000. It is possible that I have missed some authors,
above all in the first half of the century. This is due to the fact that some books have been pub-
lished by the authors themselves and others are practically impossible to locate. Some writers,
like Mago Medellín and Juan de Alba, are not included because they did not write poems with
six lines or less, at least in the books I was able to consult. The reader will find a sample of brief
poems; I hope it is a sample of the best and most representational works written by poets born
or living in the state of San Luis Poto sí. They are not all of the same quality and intensity, the same
capacity for summarizing a poetic experience. But I think that they do maintain a minimum of
rigor and decorum that make this sample readable and instructive.
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